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It is Hot Hot Hot this Summer.
Our wonderful patrons provide
the Kilcoy community with
plenty of sun safe options.

With plenty of clothing for
babies, ladies and your hunky
better half, you will find
something to suit your needs.

Beautiful hats, shirts, dresses,
camouflage design, hippie
fashion and beautiful Thai
inspired colours. Budget beaters.
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All your hat choices from several of our gorgeous Market stylists.
Hemp n Hippie with a colourful range to suit all heads and
flavours, Strike It Wild for all your Camouflage clothing and
accessories, Wide brimmed french styled from Jellyfish1770, Jings
Thai range, handbags, beanies and Akubra styles. Our stall holders
want you to be sun safe at all times.
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The Kilcoy Yowie Country Markets look out for all our visitors. We cater
for those traveling through and for the local consumer. We enjoy regular
stall holders with their much in demand lines of gear and clothing. We also
provide for the casual stall holder that brings a little spice to the markets.
Our newby Tumeric, Super Health Food Club for the wholesome benefit
that tumeric has to offer.
Reading is also good for mind and body. Our very own Brian Stallworthy
writes an interesting tale that should be on everyone's coffee table for that
Sunday afternoon cuppa relaxation.
Now before we can realise the benefit of the customers, we all need to be
mindful of providing for their burning fashion demands. Social Media is
an effective tool for spreading your reach. Boosting your message on social
media may not be as adverse to the pocket as you think. Consider
Facebook simply for the purpose of marketing and connecting to
customers. If you use Facebook, always link your posts to
#kilcoyyowiecountrymarkets and @kilcoyyowiecountrymarkets. This
allows us to repost and market you on our page. Oh and Like our Page!

A runway owned is the way you
look and feel your best. Our
markets not only give the choice
of lovely attire, we also cater for
the health of body and mind.
With local produce of fresh fruit
and veges in seasonal demand.
Local Honey, pure in form and
taste. Fruit wines that once chilled
are a delicious accompaniment to
any of the home made goodies
on offer. Relish, Jams, baked
items...so much to choose from.
Our patrons bring you such tasty
choices.
Dont forget all the stunning
accessories to match your
purchases.
Stop by the friendly gazebo of
the Watchtower and chat, about
life, love and faith.

Winston has had a makeover for his Runway Season

We welcome Kilcoy Kreatives who
would like to experience the
commercial action of the markets.
Come and display your talents
under a sponsored gazebo.
e:secretary.kdpa.inc@kilcoy.net.au
for more information.
We must also thank the Somerset
Regional Council for their support,
the Kilcoy Lions for their market
Management and the Kilcoy
District Progress Alliance for their
insight, marketing and
administration support.
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